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Also affectionately known as Coach D, she partners with
her clients as they shift their focus from the reflection they
see in the mirror, to the warrior God designed them to be
in the spirit. There are so many vulnerable women whose
purpose is lying dormant due to the trauma they have
experienced throughout their life. Davina guides them in
learning how discover and tap into it their purpose,
through the tearing down of their own limiting beliefs and
insecurities.

Davina's main goal is personal development leaving her
clients feeling equipped and worthy to walk into what God
has purposed them to do and to be. Her true passion lies
in walking beside vulnerable women to awaken their inner
self and stir their spirit, as they enter into their purpose
and destiny.

Davina Ward is an Author, Entrepreneur, Speaker, and Certified
Life Coach. She is passionate about empowering women and
places a major focus on RESILIENCE. She is also the Co-founder
of Kingdom Coaching, a coaching practice that specializes in life
and recovery coaching. 

She has experienced an array of challenges that have
authenticated her and motivate her to share her experience with
other vulnerable woman. She is committed to freeing women
and helping them understand that resilience is possible,
regardless of what they have endured. 

Davina has an extensive background in the public sector,
working with individuals with modest means. She is also a
certified Christian Life Coach. She commonly refers to herself as
the P.U.S.H. Coach, (Persist, Until, Satan, Halts). Davina has
been undeniably effective in her “breakthrough” coaching
approach using tried and true strategies to remove the layers of
lies, doubt and shame that paralyze women of purpose. 
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Davina is the author of "Shaped in
Iniquity, A Life Guided Journal for

Turning Pain to Power."
 

She also offers One on One Life
Coaching services. Empowerment

merchandise. 
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